Commercial Fit-Out

The only constant is change...
...let us help to transform YOUR office environment.
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Wallcovering

Partitioning
Whatever the fit-out or refurbishment project demands
- from straightforward sound, fire or vision screening
to a complex multi-functional specification. We can
offer a tailored solution to satisfy any requirement.

For little cost and disruption, we can provide a range
of stylish and modern wallcoverings that can
completely transform the look of any office interior.
Whether you want a complete new look or want to
bring a “tired” office up to date, we have a fantastic
collection to choose from.

Planning & Design
It is so important when deciding on a refurbishment
project that the chosen layout is that which best suits
the needs of your business for the present day and also
for the future. We will plan and design the blue print to
suit your specification to include for all interior design
requirements.

Designing you a better environment.

Flooring
A busy commercial environment requires a
flooring solution that is equally aesthetically
pleasing and durable to ensure it lasts
through years of heavy usage. We offer a
range of commercial flooring products to
suit. Whether you’re looking for carpet tiles
or a heavy duty vinyl covering.

Office Furniture

Suspended Ceilings

From budget through to executive ranges, we offer a functional aesthetically pleasing
solution to suit your requirements.

We offer the full range of suspended ceiling systems
from standard modular grid layouts, through to high
performance and architectural specifications.
Whether the application is for a low budget
ceiling or a reception area where visual impact is
important, we have the system that suits.

Mezzanine Floors & Racking

Mezzanine floors can transform your available space - in
some instances doubling the floor area of the building.
This can give you much greater space without expensive
building work or having to move premises. There is
minimal disruption due to fast installation times for
both commercial and industrial use. We also offer a full
racking service, which can give you versatile storage for
direct access to each and every pallet providing excellent
stock control.

Reception Area
Our furniture specialists have a wealth of industry experience and are able to select and
recommend products that work for you and complement your office environment.
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